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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems take the key responsibility to help users

discover items that they might be interested in. Many recommenda-

tion algorithms are built upon similarity measures, which usually

result in low intra-list diversity. The deficiency in capturing the

whole range of user interest often leads to poor satisfaction. To

solve this problem, increasing attention has been paid on improving

the diversity of recommendation results in recent years.

In this paper, we propose a novel method to improve the diversity

of top-N recommendation results based on the determinantal point

process (DPP), which is an elegant model for characterizing the

repulsion phenomenon. We propose an acceleration algorithm to

greatly speed up the process of the result inference, making our

algorithm practical for large-scale scenarios. We also incorporate a

tunable parameter into the DPP model which allows the users to

smoothly control the level of diversity. More diversity metrics are

introduced to better evaluate diversification algorithms. We have

evaluated our algorithm on several public datasets, and compared

it thoroughly with other reference algorithms. Results show that

our proposed algorithm provides a much better accuracy-diversity

trade-off with comparable efficiency.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The increasing importance of discovering relevant information

from explosively growing data has served as a driving force for the
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development of recommender systems technology [25]. With user’s

historical interactions with items, recommender systems either pre-

dict the rating value for an item, or recommend the top-N items. By

recommending carefully selected items to users, relevant items are

brought to the attention of users, thus helping to reduce overloaded

information and users can have much better experiences.

Most research works [12, 16, 26] on recommender systems focus

on accuracy metrics such as MAE and RMSE, precision and recall,

which measure how well a system can predict an exact rating value

for a specific item, or how likely the user will interact with the

recommended results. However, as [23] suggests, the most accurate

recommendations are sometimes not those that are most useful

to users. Only focusing on accuracy metrics often leads to similar

items, because they are designed to judge the accuracy of each

individual item regardless of the entire recommendation list. This

increases the risk that the user might not like any of these items,

or get bored by the repeated recommendation of similar items. To

improve users’ satisfaction with the recommended results, some

other factors are proposed [13], such as coverage, novelty, serendip-

ity and diversity. Among these metrics, improving the diversity

of recommendation results has gained much attention in recent

years [2, 14, 32]. Recommending more diverse items gives the users

more exploration opportunities to discover something novel and

serendipitous, and also makes it easier for the service to discover

potential interests of its users. However, although increasing di-

versity might be preferred as users often prefer diverse results, it

usually comes at the expense of accuracy. It is still a challenge to

find a better trade-off between accuracy and diversity.

The determinantal point process (DPP) was introduced in [21]

with name “fermion process” to give the distributions of fermion

systems in thermal equilibrium, and it precisely describes the repul-

sion and diversity phenomenon. Besides its successful applications

in quantum physics and random matrix theory, it has also been

applied recently to machine learning tasks such as document sum-

marization [18] and image search [17].

In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm to improve the di-

versity of top-N recommendation results based on the DPP model

[19]. Given a set of candidate items with relevance scores and

pairwise similarities, our algorithm produces a ranking balancing

accuracy and diversity. Experiments on various datasets show that

our method can effectively generate recommendation results with

a much better trade-off between accuracy and diversity compared

to previous methods.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as

follows:

• We propose a DPP based method for improving the diversity

of top-N recommendation results. Unlike previous methods

https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn
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which directly optimize the weighted accuracy and pairwise

diversity metrics, our algorithm combines the accuracy and

overall diversity into a unified model, based on which the

diversified recommendations are inferred. To the best of

our knowledge, this is the first time that the DPP model is

utilized to solve the top-N recommendation diversification

problem.We also introduce a tunable parameter allowing the

users to control the level of diversity, smoothly varying from

completely relevant results to completely diverse results. Our

method provides a much better trade-off between accuracy

and diversity compared to previous methods, as shown in

our experiments on various datasets.

• We propose an efficient algorithm to approximately find the

mode of DPP (the subset with highest probability to appear).

Finding the mode of DPP is essential for applying DPP to

practical tasks, but obtaining the exact solution is infeasible

due to its NP-hardness [5]. The computational complexity

of existing polynomial approximate solutions such as the

greedy MAP approximation [19] is still too high for practical

usage.We propose an acceleration technique to greatly speed

up the approximation, and its efficiency is comparable to

state-of-the-art online diversification methods.

• We introduce more diversity metrics from more perspectives

to thoroughly compare and evaluate different diversification

methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related

works about top-N recommendation diversification algorithms and

applications of the DPP model in recommendation tasks are dis-

cussed. In Section 3, we introduce some background of the DPP

model. We present and discuss our DPP based top-N recommenda-

tion diversification algorithm in Section 4.We give the experimental

results of the proposed algorithm in Section 5, which reveals supe-

rior performance of our algorithm in terms of efficiency and the

accuracy-diversity trade-off.

1.1 Notation
Sets are represented by uppercase letters such as Z , and #Z denotes

the number of elements in Z . Vectors and matrices are represented

by bold lowercase letters and bold uppercase letters, respectively.

⟨x, y⟩ is the inner product of two vectors x and y. (·)⊤ denotes the

transpose of the argument vector or matrix. det(L) and rank(L)
are the determinant and the rank of matrix L, respectively. R≥0
represents the set of non-negative real numbers.

2 RELATEDWORK
Some research works have been devoted to improving the diversity

of recommendation results. [4] proposed the maximal marginal

relevance (MMR) method. In each iteration of MMR, for each item

that is not selected, a score is calculated and the item which max-

imizes this score is added to the recommendation list, where the

score is a linear combination of the relevance of the item and the

minimal dissimilarity between this item and each already selected

item. [28] and [3] formed the results by a strategy similar to MMR,

with the difference that the score is a combination of the relevance

of the item and the average dissimilarity between this item and

each already selected item. In [28], the score is a product of these

two terms, while in [3], the score is a linear combination of them.

[32] linearly combined the reciprocals of these two terms, and se-

lected the item which minimizes the score. In [30] and [14], the

authors recast the optimization as a binary quadratic programming

problem. Besides the aforementioned greedy algorithm, they also

proposed a general strategy for this problem through relaxation

and quantization. All these research works come down to simple

combinations of the accuracy and diversity metrics. However, they

use only pairwise dissimilarities to characterize the overall diversity

property of the recommendation list, which may not capture some

complex similarity relationships among items (e.g., the characteris-

tics of one item can be described as a simple linear combination of

another two).

The problem of increasing diversity has also been addressed

by other approaches. [31] encouraged diversity in the framework

of absorbing Markov chain random walks. However, this method

needs to invert a large matrix in the first iteration, resulting in

high computational complexity even for a short recommendation

list. [27] proposed a latent factor portfolio model to capture each

user’s interest range and preference uncertainty by utilizing the

variance of the learned user latent factors, resulting in an adap-

tive recommendation diversification approach. But this method

needs to be combined with the latent factor models [16], and this

additional dependency makes it unsuitable for direct integration

into other existing recommender systems. Same disadvantage also

applies to [6], where a DPP eigenmixture model was proposed to

recommend diverse items. [29] integrated the concept of diversity

into the traditional matrix factorization model and constructed a

set-oriented collaborative filtering algorithm. However, this method

incorporates the trade-off between accuracy and diversity into the

latent factor model, which does not support the dynamic trade-off

adjustment without retraining the model. In [2] and [20], the items

were clustered in the training phase. Then the recommendation list

was built by assigning weight to each cluster and selecting items

from each cluster. However, this method is not appropriate for

scenarios where items do not possess the clustering property. More-

over, the weight reassigning procedure may lead to very irrelevant

recommendations.

Recently, the DPP model has been applied to a recommendation

task — recommending complementary products to the ones in the

shopping basket. [9] proposed to use the expectation-maximization

algorithm to learn the full kernel matrix of DPP. In [22], a fixed-

point Picard iteration was proposed to learn the full kernel matrix at

a remarkable faster speed compared to previous approaches. [7, 8]

learnt a low-rank factorization of the kernel matrix, which leads to

better recommendation performance.

3 BACKGROUND OF DPP
DPP is an elegant probabilistic model of global, negative correla-

tions [19]. Characterized by a kernel matrix that defines a global

measure of similarity among items, DPP assigns higher probabil-

ities to sets of items that are diverse. As a result, DPP is ideal for

describing the diversity of the results.

Formally, a DPP P on a discrete set of items Z = {1, 2, . . . ,M } is
a probability measure on the set of all subsets of Z , i.e., for every
subset Y ⊆ Z , P (Y ) characterizes the likelyhood of observing Y .
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There exists a matrix K such that for a random subset Y drawn

according to P and for every A ⊆ Z ,

Prob(A ⊆ Y ) = det(KA ) (1)

where K is a real, symmetricM ×M matrix indexed by the elements

of Z , KA � [Ki j ]i, j ∈A denotes the sub-matrix of K indexed by A,
and det(K∅) = 1 by convention. When P gives nonzero probability

to the empty set, DPP can also be defined through a real, symmetric

matrix L indexed by Z :

P (Y ) ∝ det(LY ).

After calculating the normalization constant of P, we have

P (Y ) =
det(LY )
det(L + I)

(2)

where I is an identity matrix. Both K and L contain all the infor-

mation needed to characterize DPP. Since (2) directly models the

probabilities of observing each subset of Z while (1) gives marginal

probabilities, we use formulation (2) in our paper, and refer to L as

the kernel matrix.

For scenarios where the size of the desired set is known up front,

[17] proposed k-DPP which is a conditional DPP that models only

sets of cardinality k . For a k-DPP Pk with kernel matrix L and a

subset Y ⊆ Z with #Y = k , we still have Pk (Y ) ∝ det(LY ), but the
normalization constant is different:

Pk (Y ) =
det(LY )

ek (λ1, λ2, . . . , λM )
(3)

where ek (λ1, λ2, . . . , λM ) is the k-th elementary symmetric poly-

nomial on L’s eigenvalues λ1, λ2, . . . , λM .

4 DIVERSIFICATION METHOD
In this section, we describe our DPP based method for improving

the diversity of top-N recommendation results. Let Z denote the

full item set withM items. For a user u with profile item set Pu ⊂
Z , a top-N recommendation system returns Ru ⊂ Z satisfying

Ru ∩ Pu = ∅ and #Ru = N . Besides common accuracy metrics

which measure how relevant Ru is to the user with profile Pu , we
should also consider diversity metrics within Ru .

4.1 Kernel Matrix of DPP
To adopt the DPP model in the top-N recommendation task, we

should construct the kernel matrix first. As revealed in [19], the

kernel L can be written as a Gram matrix, L = B⊤B, where the

columns of B are vectors representing items in the set Z . Denoting
the columns of B as Bi for i ∈ Z , we have

P (Y ) ∝ det(LY ) = (Vol({Bi }i ∈Y ))2 (4)

where the right-hand side is the squared #Y -dimensional volume

of the parallelepiped spanned by the columns of B indexed by Y .
Equation (4) offers some insights into the DPP model. First, fix-

ing all other factors, items with larger magnitude ∥Bi ∥2 are more

likely to appear, because they increase the spanned volumes of

sets containing them. Second, diverse item sets are more probable

because their corresponding vectors {Bi } are more orthogonal, and

hence span higher volumes. Therefore, we can write each column

vector Bi as the product of a scalar ri ∈ R≥0 and a normalized

vector fi ∈ RD , ∥fi ∥2 = 1. The entries of kernel L can be written as

Li j = ⟨Bi ,Bj ⟩ = ⟨ri fi , r j fj ⟩ = rir j ⟨fi , fj ⟩.

We can think of ri as measuring the relevance of item i to useru, and
⟨fi , fj ⟩ as a measure of similarity between item i and item j. There-
fore, as long as the relevance score vector r = [r1, r2, . . . , rM ]

⊤
and

the similarity matrix S are available, we can write the kernel matrix

as

L = Diag(r) · S · Diag(r) (5)

whereDiag(r) is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are those

of r, and the (i, j )-th element of S is the similarity between item i
and item j. Note that we do not need explicit item representations

B to construct the kernel matrix. As a result,

P (Y) ∝ det(LY ) =
∏
i ∈Y

r2i · det(SY ). (6)

Equation (6) clearly shows that the DPP model incorporates both

relevance and diversity.

4.2 Diversification Algorithm
To get the diversified top-N recommendations, we should find the

mode of DPP, i.e., solving

Ru = argmaxY ⊆Z \Pu P (Y ) ∝ det(LY ) s.t. #Y = N . (7)

Finding the exact solution to (7) is NP-hard [5]. However, approxi-

mate solutions to (7) can be obtained by several algorithms, among

which the greedy MAP approximation [19] was previously consid-

ered as the fastest one. Initialized as Ru = ∅, in each iteration an

item j is added to Ru , where j is obtained by solving

j = argmaxi ∈(Z \Pu )\Ru det(LRu∪{i } ). (8)

In general, the computational complexity of calculating the deter-

minant of an k × k matrix is O (k3). Therefore, the computational

complexity of solving (8) is

O ((#Ru )
3 (M − #Pu − #Ru )).

Although greedy MAP approximation is considered as a fast algo-

rithm, its computational complexity is still too high compared to

methods [3, 4] with computational complexity

O (#Ru (M − #Pu − #Ru ))

per iteration. To speed up this algorithm, we utilize the Cholesky

decomposition to reduce the computational complexity, which will

be covered in detail in the rest of this subsection.

Recall (8) where we need to calculate determinant det(LRu∪{i } )
for each i ∈ (Z \ Pu ) \ Ru . According to (5) and the fact that S is
positive semidefinite, kernel L and all of its principal minors are

also positive semidefinite. Assume LRu is positive definite which

means the items in the already selected item set Ru are linearly

independent, and suppose the Cholesky decomposition of LRu is

available as

LRu = VV⊤ (9)

where V is a lower triangular matrix. Then the keys of the acceler-

ated algorithm are

• How to solve (8) efficiently if decomposition (9) is available;

• How to get the Cholesky decomposition of LRu∪{j } .
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We show how to solve (8) efficiently. For any i ∈ (Z \ Pu ) \ Ru ,
LRu∪{i } can be written as

LRu∪{i } =
[
LRu LRu ,i
Li,Ru Lii

]

where LRu ,i is a column vector indexed by Ru in rows and i in
column. According to (9), the Cholesky decomposition of LRu∪{i }
is [

LRu LRu ,i
Li,Ru Lii

]
=

[
V 0
ci di

] [
V⊤ c⊤i
0 di

]

where row vector ci and di ≥ 0 satisfies

Vc⊤i = LRu ,i , (10)

d2i = Lii − ∥ci ∥22 . (11)

In addition, since V is lower triangular, it can be derived that

det(LRu∪{i } ) = det(VV⊤) · d2i = det(LRu ) · d
2

i . (12)

Therefore, optimization (8) is equivalent to solving

j = argmaxi ∈(Z \Pu )\Ru di . (13)

Getting ci and di by (10) and (11) involves solving a linear equation
with a lower triangular matrix, whose computational complexity

is O ((#Ru )
2). This is greatly reduced compared with the original

O ((#Ru )
3) for calculating the determinant.

Once j is found by (13), the Cholesky decomposition of LRu∪{j }
is

LRu∪{j } =
[
V 0
cj dj

] [
V⊤ c⊤j
0 dj

]
. (14)

This completes the keys of our algorithm.

In fact, we can further reduce the computational complexity by

updating ci and di recursively. Define c̃i and ˜di as the associated
vector and scalar to item i after item j is added to Ru . According to

(10) and (14), for any i ∈ (Z \ Pu ) \ (Ru ∪ {j}), we have
[
V 0
cj dj

]
c̃⊤i = LRu∪{j },i =

[
LRu ,i
Lji

]
. (15)

Combining (15) with (10), we have

c̃i =
[
ci
(
Lji − ⟨cj , ci ⟩

)
d−1j

]
.

Define

ei =
(
Lji − ⟨cj , ci ⟩

)
d−1j . (16)

Then

c̃i = [ci ei ] , (17)

and (11) implies

˜d2i = Lii − ∥c̃i ∥22 = Lii − ∥ci ∥22 − e
2

i = d
2

i − e
2

i . (18)

Recursively updating ci and di by (16), (17), and (18) involves cal-

culating the inner product of two vectors, whose computational

complexity is further reduced to O (#Ru ). Note that we need addi-

tional space complexity O (MN ) for ci and di to achieve the time

complexity.

In summary, the computational complexity of solving (13) with

(16), (17), and (18) is

O (#Ru (M − #Pu − #Ru ))

which is the same as methods [3, 4].

4.3 Discussion on Numerical Stability
As introduced in the previous subsection, updating ci and di in-
volves calculating ei by (16), where d−1j is involved. If dj is approx-

imately zero, our algorithm encounters the numerical instability

issue. According to (12), dj satisfies

d2j =
det(LRu∪{j } )
det(LRu )

. (19)

Let d#Ru = dj where j satisfies (13). We give some results about the

sequence {dk }, as in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose N ≤ rank(LZ \Pu ). Then
(1) dk > 0 holds for k = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1;
(2) The sequence {dk } is non-increasing.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is given in Appendix A.1.

The assumption in Theorem 4.1 is equivalent to assuming that

there are at least N linearly independent items in Z \ Pu , which is

reasonable in practice because generally Z \ Pu is a large candidate

set and N is a small number. Under this assumption, Theorem 4.1

shows that

d0 ≥ d1 ≥ · · · ≥ dN−1 > 0.

Therefore, to avoid the numerical instability issue, we pre-define a

small tolerance ε > 0 so that the iteration of our proposed algorithm

stops when

dj ≤ ε . (20)

According to (19), this means that the best selected item j can be

almost linearly expressed in terms of the items from Ru . In this

case, the proposed algorithm should be terminated.

4.4 Trade-off Parameter
A nice feature of methods [2, 4, 30] is that they involve a tunable

parameter which allows users to adjust the trade-off between ac-

curacy and diversity. However, according to (6), the original DPP

model does not offer such a mechanism. To solve this problem, we

define a mappingm : R≥0 → [1,+∞] by

m(ri ) = α ri , α ≥ 1 (21)

and use this mapping to construct the kernel instead of (5):

L = Diag(m(r)) · S · Diag(m(r)). (22)

When α = 1, kernel L equals S and the DPP model only captures

similarities among items. The following theorem shows that with

sufficiently large α , the set of the most relevant items has the high-

est probability to be observed. Therefore, we can smoothly adjust

between accuracy and diversity by varying parameter α .

Theorem 4.2. Define top-N relevance set as a set of N items with
the largest relevance scores. Let rMIN denote the smallest relevance of
items in a top-N relevance set. Let rmax denote the largest value in r
that is strictly smaller than rMIN. Suppose Y is a top-N relevance set
and satisfies det(SY ) > 0. When

α > (det(SY ))−2(rMIN−rmax ) , (23)

any set X of N items that is not a top-N relevance set satisfies

P (X ) < P (Y ). (24)
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Algorithm 1 Div-DPP

1: Input: Profile Pu , αu ≥ 1, similarity S, relevance ru , ε > 0

2: Initialization: Ru = ∅, ru = α ruu , ci = [] and di = rui for i ∈ Z
3: while #Ru < N and #Ru + #Pu < M do
4: j = argmaxi ∈(Z \Pu )\Ru di
5: if dj ≤ ε then
6: break

7: end if
8: Ru = Ru ∪ {j}
9: for i ∈ (Z \ Pu ) \ Ru do
10: ei =

(
ruj r

u
i Sji − ⟨cj , ci ⟩

)
d−1j

11: ci = [ci ei ]
12: d2i = d

2

i − e
2

i
13: end for
14: end while
15: Return: Ru

The proof of Theorem 4.2 is given in Appendix A.2.

Combining (13), (16), (17), (18), (20), and (21), our proposed algo-

rithm Div-DPP is summarized in Algorithm 1.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we describe the experimental results of the proposed

algorithm in terms of efficiency and the accuracy-diversity trade-off.

The reference algorithms include:

• Random: This is the simplest strategy for increasing the

diversity of a set of N items. This algorithm randomly selects

N items from a larger set comprised of theN+bmost relevant

items to the user, with 0 ≤ b ≤ M − N . When b = 0, this

is equivalent to selecting the most relevant items, which is

named as Top.

• MMR [4]: Initialize Ru = ∅. In each iteration, the item

j = argmaxi ∈(Z \Pu )\Ru θri + (1 − θ ) min

k ∈Ru
(1 − Ski ) (25)

is added to Ru , until #Ru = N . θ ∈ [0, 1] is a trade-off param-

eter to balance the relevance and the minimal dissimilarity.

As θ increases, MMR returns more relevent results.

• Greedy [3]: Initialize Ru = ∅. In each iteration, the item

j = argmaxi ∈(Z \Pu )\Ru θri + (1 − θ )mean

k ∈Ru
(1 − Ski ) (26)

is added to Ru , until #Ru = N . (26) uses the average dissimi-

larity while (25) uses the minimal dissimilarity.

5.1 Efficiency
In this experiment, the efficiency of different algorithms is com-

pared. Algorithms are implemented in Python and running on a

laptop with 2.2GHz Intel Core i7 and 16GB of RAM. Synthetic data

are used in this experiment without loss of any generality. The total

number of items is fixed toM = 1000. This is a reasonable number

because in large scale recommender systems, a few hundreds of

related items are usually pre-selected for each user [14]. The en-

tries of the relevance score vector r ∈ RM are drawn i.i.d. from

the standard uniform distribution. For the similarity matrix S, the
dimension of the normalized vectors for items is set to D = 100.

We first generate a random matrix F ∈ RD×M whose entries are
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Figure 1: Running time comparison of original DPP and pro-
posed Div-DPP.
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Figure 2: Running time comparison of MMR, Greedy, and
Div-DPP.

drawn i.i.d. from the standard uniform distribution, then normalize

each column of F to have unit ℓ2 norm, and finally let S = F⊤F. For
DPP, the kernel L is formed by (5). The number of recommended

items N increases from 0 to 50 with step size 5, and the running

time of different algorithms is compared after averaging over 10

independent trials.

Figure 1 compares the efficiency of our proposed algorithm with

the original one which solves (8) directly in each iteration, where

the determinant is calculated using numpy.linalg.det. As can
be seen, our proposed algorithm generates the same results with

significantly reduced running time. It needs to be noted that our

proposed acceleration technique is applicable not only to the top-N
recommendation diversification problem, but also to a much wider

range of problems where the DPP model and the greedy MAP

approximation are applied. Figure 2 compares the efficiency of our

proposed algorithm with MMR and Greedy. It shows that Div-DPP
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has competitive performance in terms of efficiency compared with

fast diversification algorithms.

5.2 Accuracy vs. Diversity
In this experiment, we compare our proposed algorithm with the

reference algorithms on the trade-off between accuracy and diver-

sity.

5.2.1 Experimental Setup. We evaluate the algorithms on the

following public datasets, and subsample the data as in [2]:

• MovieLens [11]: It contains 1, 000, 209 ratings of 3, 706movies

made by 6, 040 users. We subsample this dataset so that each

user rates at least 20 movies and each movie is rated by at

least 10 users. The reduced dataset contains 6, 034 users and

3, 260 movies with 998, 428 ratings.

• Last.FM
1
: It contains 92, 834 listening counts of 17, 632 artists

listened by 1, 892 users. We use the same subsample strat-

egy and the reduced dataset contains 1, 545 users and 1, 280

artists with 56, 423 listening counts.

• Jester [10]: It contains 1, 761, 439 continuous ratings of 140

jokes from 59, 132 users. Again, we subsample this dataset so

that each user rates 20 to 80 jokes and each joke is rated by

at least 10 users. The reduced dataset contains 19, 547 users

and 140 jokes with 745, 360 ratings.

For each dataset, we split it into a training set and a test set by

randomly selecting an interacted item for each user to be part of

the test set, and using the rest of the data for training. We adopt an

item-based recommendation algorithm SUGGEST described in [15]

on the training set to learn an item-item similarity matrix. For each

user, the interacted items in the training set form the profile set,

and the most K similar items of each item in the profile set form the

candidate set. For MovieLens, we choose K = 30, while K = 20 for

the other two. The relevance score of any item in the candidate set is

calculated as its aggregated similarity to all items in the profile set as

in [14]. With the similarity matrix (same for all users) and relevance

scores for each user, our algorithm is evaluated and compared with

the reference algorithms in top-N recommendation, where N = 20

for MovieLens and N = 10 for the other two.

5.2.2 Evaluation Metric. The accuracy is measured by the recall,

i.e., the percentage of items in the test set that are also in the top-N
recommended results returned for all users. Suppose the item in

the test set for user u is tu andU is the set of all users. Then

recall =

∑
u ∈U 1tu ∈Ru

#U

where 1P is the indicator function that has value 1 when P is true

and 0 elsewhere.

The diversity is usually measured by the average dissimilarity

within Ru [14, 28],

average dissimilarity = mean

i, j ∈Ru ,i,j
(1 − Si j ).

1
Last.fm website, http://www.lastfm.com

In this experiment, we also propose to use the minimum andmedian

of dissimilarity to measure the diversity,

minimum dissimilarity = min

i, j ∈Ru ,i,j
(1 − Si j ),

median dissimilarity = median

i, j ∈Ru ,i,j
(1 − Si j ).

The minimum dissimilarity characterizes the least dissimilar pair

of items in the recommended results. The median dissimilarity is

not skewed by extremely large or small values, and it may give a

better idea of a “typical” value than the average dissimilarity.

5.2.3 Comparison Results. By varying parameters b of Random,

θ of MMR and Greedy, and α of Div-DPP, we are able to compare

their trade-off between the accuracy and diversity metrics. For

MovieLens and Last.FM, b varies from 0 to 2, while for Jester, b
varies from 0 to 1. When b = 0, Random is identical to Top. For ease

of comparison, the range of θ and α are chosen such that different

algorithms have the same range of Recall. For a fixed parameter

choice, the accuracy and diversity metrics are averaged over all

users. The experiment is repeated for 10 independent trials, each

trial using a different random partitioning of data for training and

test, to ensure that our results are statistically accurate.

The comparison results are shown in Figure 3. The rows corre-

spond to the results of MovieLens 1M, Last.FM, and Jester, while

the columns use average, minimum, and median dissimilarity as

the diversity metric. According to the results, compared with the

reference algorithms, our proposed algorithm Div-DPP is able to

return more diverse items with the same accuracy, especially in

terms of the minimum dissimilarity.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORKS
In this paper, we present a novel method to improve the diversity

of top-N recommendation list based on DPP. We propose an accel-

erated algorithm to approximately find the mode of DPP, which

gives the diversified recommendation results. This algorithm gen-

erates the same results with significantly reduced running time

compared to the original one, and this acceleration technique is

also applicable to other DPP based methods. A tunable parame-

ter is incorporated into the DPP model so that we can smoothly

adjust between accuracy and diversity for each user. Besides the

average dissimilarity, we propose two new metrics of diversity: the

minimum dissimilarity and the median dissimilarity. Experimental

results on public datasets show that compared with the reference

algorithms, our proposed algorithm is able to recommend more

diverse items with the same accuracy and comparable efficiency.

A drawback of our algorithm is that in theory it may recommend

less than N items due to the stopping criteria (20), although this is

very unlikely to happen if the required item size is evidently smaller

than the total number of candidate items, and we have not observed

such a phenomenon in all our experiments. This can also be easily

avoided by appending other algorithms until it returns enough

items, but it worth further studying a nontrivial unified method.

Another research direction is to incorporate the temporal diversity

into our diversification method. Finally, we can also consider to

extend our method to improve the coverage (also known as the

aggregate diversity [1, 24]).
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Figure 3: Comparison of the trade-off between accuracy and diversity metrics. (Top row) on MovieLens 1M. (Middle row) on
Last.FM. (Bottom row) on Jester. (Left column) average dissimilarity versus recall. (Middle column) minimum dissimilarity
versus recall. (Right column) median dissimilarity versus recall.

A PROOFS
A.1 Proof of Theorem 4.1
Firstly, we prove part (1). Let Vk ⊂ Z \ Pu be the set of items that

have been chosen by greedy MAP approximation at the end of the

k-th step. LetWk ⊂ Z \ Pu be a set of k items such that det(LWk )
is maximum. According to Theorem 3.3 in [5], we have

det(LVk ) ≥
(
1

k!

)
2

· det(LWk ). (27)

Since N ≤ rank(LZ \Pu ),WN satisfies det(LWN ) > 0, and therefore

det(LVN ) > 0. (28)

According to (12), we have

det(LVN ) =
N−1∏
k=0

(
dk
)
2

. (29)

As a result, dk > 0 holds for k = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1.
Now we turn to part (2). Suppose in two adjacent iterations,

the first iteration selects item j and the second one selects item j̃.
According to (18) and (13),

˜d2
j̃
= d2

j̃
− e2

j̃
≤ d2

j̃
≤ d2j . (30)

As a result, the sequence {dk } is non-increasing.
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A.2 Proof of Theorem 4.2
Since Y is a top-N relevance set while X is not, according to the

definitions of rMIN and rmax, we have∑
i ∈Y

ri −
∑
i ∈X

ri ≥ rMIN − rmax > 0. (31)

Together with (22) and (6), we have

P (Y)
P (X)

=

∏
i ∈Y α2ri det(SY )∏
i ∈X α2ri det(SX )

≥ α2(rMIN−rmax ) det(SY )
det(SX )

. (32)

Since S is a similarity matrix, det(SX ) ≤ 1 holds. Due to (23), it can

be derived that

P (Y)
P (X)

≥ α2(rMIN−rmax )
det(SY ) > 1, (33)

which completes the proof.
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